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1. Explain CMS regulations for grievances, including the 
requirement to have a grievance committee.

2. Discuss the Joint Commission complaint standards in the 
patient’s right (RI) chapter.

3. Explain new and revised standards, regulations, and laws 
put forth by CMS, TJC and the federal government.

4. Evaluate compliance requirements and penalties.

Learning Objectives

You Don’t Want One of These

4
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Objectives
Discuss the requirement that hospitals must 

follow the CMS CoP regulations on  grievances 
if they receive Medicare reimbursement 

Recall that CMS requires hospitals to have a 
grievance committee

Describe that hospital boards must approve the 
grievance policy and procedure

Recall that the Joint Commission  has standards 
on complaints

6

Regulations first published in 1986

 Many revisions since to internal reporting to PI, Visitation, IV 
medication and blood, anesthesia, discharge planning, PI, 
standing orders, pharmacy, privacy, insulin pens, safe injection 
practices, timing of medication and telemedicine

Manual updated January 31, 2014

 First regulations are published in the Federal 
Register then CMS publishes the Interpretive 
Guidelines and some have survey procedures 2

 Hospitals should check this website once a month for 
changes

1www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/index.html   2www.cms.hhs.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp

The Conditions of Participation (CoPs)
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CMS Survey and Certification Website
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www.cms.gov/SurveyCertific
ationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp#

TopOfPage

Click on Policy & Memos to 
States

8
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Access to Hospital Complaint Data
CMS issued Survey and Certification memo on 

March 22, 2013 regarding access to hospital 
complaint data

 Includes acute care and CAH hospitals 

 Does not include the plan of correction but can request

 Questions to bettercare@cms.hhs.com

This is the CMS 2567 deficiency data and lists the 
tag numbers

Will update quarterly
 Available under downloads on the hospital website at www.cms.gov

9

Access to Hospital Complaint Data

10
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Number of Patient Rights Violations
Restraint and seclusion 362

Care in a safe setting Tag 133 309

Patient Rights Tag 115 135

Personal privacy Tag 143 49 

Grievances Tag 119 and  120 30   to   417 Nov 2013

Advance Directives Tag 144 30

Confidentiality 28 Tag 146 28 

Admission status notification Tag 133 17 

Visitation Tag 215-217 8

Access to Medical Records Tag 148 8

Exercise of Patient Rights Tag 129 4

Total patient rights violations 950 to 2303 in Nov 2013

11

Number of Deficiencies Nov 2013
Section Number Of 

Deficiencies
Tag Number

Restraint and Seclusion 746 Tag 95-217

Care in a Safe Setting 429 Tag 144

Grievances 417 Tag 118-123

Consent & Decision 
Making

187 Tag 131-132

Freedom from Abuse & 
Neglect

166 Tag 145

Notice of Patient Rights 121 Tag 116 and 
117

Care Planning 68 Tag 130
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Number of Deficiencies Pt Rights  Nov 2013

Section Number of 
Deficiencies

Tag Number

Privacy and Safety 76 142 and 143

Confidentiality 49 146 and 147

Visitation 15 215-217

Access to Medical Records 16 148

Admission Status
Notification

7 133

Exercise of Patient Rights 6 129
Total 2303

Grievance Deficiencies   Jan 2014
Tag Section Number

118 Pt Rights Grievances 103

119 Review of Grievances 54

120 Timely Referral of Grievances 11

121 Grievance Procedures 14

122 Grievance Review Times 68

123 Notice of Grievance Decisions 167
Total   419

14
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 Interpretative guidelines are on the CMS website1

 Look under state operations manual (SOM)

 Appendix A, Tag A-0001 to A-1164 and 456 pages long

 Hospitals should also check the CMS transmittals once a 
month for changes 2

 Critical access hospitals have a separate manual under 
appendix W

All the manuals are found on CMS website 2
1www.cms.gov

2http://www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendicestoc.pdf

3 http://www.cms.gov/Transmittals/01_overview.asp

CMS Hospital CoPs

Transmittals

16

www.cms.gov/Transmittals/01_overview.asp
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New website at  
www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendixtoc.pdf

CMS Hospital CoP Manual

18

www.cms.hhs.gov/ma
nuals/downloads/som
107_Appendixtoc.pdf
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 The Patient’s Rights section contains the grievance 
provisions which starts at Tag 118

Establishes minimum protections and rights for 
patients

Examples: 

 The right to notification of rights and exercise of rights

 The right to privacy and safety, confidentiality of medical 
records and to be free from unnecessary R&S

 Right to have advance directives followed

 The right to pick who will visit them

Patient Rights Standards 0115-0216

20
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All hospitals that participate in the Medicare or 
Medicaid program 

 Most hospitals in this country except VA hospitals

 All parts and locations of the hospital

 Includes short term, surgical, psychiatric, rehabilitation, 
long term care, children’s and alcohol drug facilities

 Does not apply to CAH 

 However, CAH should have policy and include most of these 
requirements

 Applies whether or not a hospital is accredited by TJC, CIHQ, AOA 
Healthcare Facilities Accreditation Program, or DNV Healthcare 

Who Does This Apply?

22

Notice of Patient Rights and Grievance Process

Hospital must ensure the notice requirement of 
patient rights is met

 The rights must be provided  in a manner and 
language the patient will understand

 The issue of low health literacy where 20% of population 
reads at a sixth grade level

 Hospital documents written at an 11th grade level

 52% of patients could not read medication instruction 
sheets or understand their discharge instructions

Standard # 1    Notice of Rights Tag A-0116
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Visitation Memo Changes Tag 117

23

www.cms.gov/SurveyCertificati
onGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp#Top

OfPage

Visitation Transmittal

24
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Interpreters Rule #1
Also the issue of  limited English proficiency (LEP)

There are 50 million patients who primary language 
is not English

Must have P&P to ensure patients have information 
necessary to exercise their rights

A Studies show that patients with limited English 
proficiency have a higher rate of readmission

Need to have interpreter present for critical parts of 
care such as informed consent and discharge 
instructions

25

26

 A hospital must ensure interpreters are available

Make sure communication needs of patients are 
met

Recommend qualified interpreters or certified deaf 
interpreters

Must comply with Civil Rights law and OCR 

Made need to consider if discussing a grievance 
with a LEP patient

 See  Joint Commission standards on patient centered 
communications

Interpreters
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www.hhs.gov
/ocr/civilrights
/resources/sp
ecialtopics/le

p/

Limited English Proficiency Resources OCR

28

www.hhs.gov/ocr/civilrights/resources/specialtopics/hospitalcommunication/eclep.html
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Deaf or HOH Resources OCR

29

www.hhs.gov/ocr/civilrights/resources/specialtopics/hospitalcommunication/index.html

ADA Effective Communication 2014

30

www.ada.gov/effective-comm.htm
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Rule #2 - A hospital must inform each patient of the 
patient’s rights in advance of furnishing or 
discontinuing care 

Must protect and promote each patient’s rights

Must have P&P to ensure patients have information 
on their

All patients, inpatients and outpatients, must be 
informed of their rights

 Best to do in writing 

Grievance requirements should appear in the 
written copy of the patient rights

Notice of Patient Rights 117
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One Hospital’s Way to Comply
One hospital has the registration person initiate four 

section that are required to show that the information 
was given

 Name of person at hospital to contact if any concerns

 Notice that the patient can contact the state QIO or state 
agency with concerns or complaints

 Visitation information provided

 Patient has a right to discharge planning

 The hospital also has the admitting nurse cover the 
information with the patient and document this

 This way a hospital can prove to the CMS surveyor that 
these standards have been met

33

Notice of Patient Rights 117

Hospitals are expected to take reasonable steps to 
determine the patient’s wishes regarding 
designation of a patient representative

 Patient representative can be the parent of a minor child, 
the guardian, DPOA of an incapacitated patient, or a 
visitation/support person

 If the patient is not incapacitated and has a patient 
representative, you must give notice of patient 
rights to BOTH the patient and their representative

 Patient provides orally or in writing and author highly 
recommends you get it in writing

34
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 If the patient is incapacitated and someone presents 
with an advance directive, then the patient rights 
information is given to the patient’s representative 
such as the DPOA or support person/visitation 
advance directive

 If the patient is incapacitated and there is no written 
advance directive on file, then provide it to whoever 
asserts they are the spouse, domestic partner, 
parent, or other family member 

 Thus they are the patient representative

 Cannot demand supporting documentation unless two 
people claim to be the patient representative

Notify Patient of Their Rights

Notify Patient of Their Rights   117

Must follow any specific state law

State law can specify a procedure for determining 
who can be a patient representative if the patient is 
incapacitated

Hospitals must adopt policies and procedures on 
this

Staff should be trained on this

 If hospital refused an individual to be treated as the 
patient’s representative then this must be documented 
in the medical record along with basis for refusal

36
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Notify Patient of Their Rights   117

Consider having a copy of the patients rights on the 
back of the general admission consent form and 
acknowledgment of the NPP 

 Include the sentence that patient acknowledges 
receipt of their patient rights or document when 
written patient rights statement is  given

Can include the required information on visitation

Document that the patient rights was also given to 
the patient representative

37

Survey Procedure 117
This standard has a survey procedure section

 It is instructions to the surveyor on what they are 
suppose to do

The surveyor is to ask patients if the hospital 
informed them about their patient rights

 Be sure registration clerk or nurse informs the patient of 
their rights and this is documented

Surveyor is to determine the hospital’s policy for 
notifying them of their patient rights

 This includes both inpatients and outpatients

38
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Rule #3 - The hospital must have a process for 
prompt resolution of patient grievance

Patients should have a reasonable expectation of 
care and service

Hospital must inform each patient where to file a 
grievance

 Consumer advocate, risk management department etc.

 Provide phone number to contact designated person

Patients have the right to have their concerns 
addressed in a timely, reasonable, and consistent 
manner

Grievance Process A-0118

40
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Grievance Process A-0118
CMS provides a definition which you need to 
include in your policy

Use the CMS CoP definition of grievance

TJC does not have a definition of complaint in the 
glossary

 If TJC accredited, combine P&P with 
complaint section at RI.01.07.01 

The patient and family have a right to have 
grievances/complaints reviewed by hospital

42

Definition: A patient grievance is a formal or 
informal written or verbal complaint 

When the verbal complaint about patient care is 
not resolved at the time of the complaint by staff 
present

 By a patient, or a patient’s representative, 

 Regarding the patient’s care, abuse, or neglect, 
issues related to the hospital’s compliance with the 
CMS CoP

 Or a Medicare beneficiary billing complaint related to 
rights and limitations provided by 42 CFR 489.

Grievance Process A-0118
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Hospitals should have process in place to deal with 
minor requests in more timely manner than a 
written request

 Examples: Change in bedding, housekeeping of room, 
and serving preferred foods

 Does not require written response

 If complaint cannot be resolved at the time of the 
complaint or requires further action for resolution, 
then it is a grievance

 Then all the CMS requirements for grievances must 
be met

Grievances 0118

44

 If someone other than the patient complains about 
care or treatment:

First need to contact the patient and ask if this 
person is their authorized representative

 If not an authorized representative, then it still 
may be a complaint under the Joint Commission 
standard

However, the July 1, 2009 changes brought TJC and 
CMS standards closer but not completely cross walked

 Note that TJC calls it complaints which CMS uses the 
terminology of grievances

Patient or Their Representative
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 It is not a grievance by CMS”s definition if the patient 
is satisfied with the care but a family member is not

 If person is the authorized representative of the 
patient then need to obtain patient’s permission to 
discuss medical record information with that person 
because of the HIPAA law

 New changes in HIPAA enforcement so need to do this 
right

 Document patient’s permission to discuss PHI with their 
representative

Be sure to document both of these elements in the 
risk management file or other file

Patient or Their Representative

46

Billing issues are not generally grievances unless a 
quality of care issue

A written complaint is always a grievance whether 
inpatient or outpatient 

 Email and fax is considered to be a written grievance

 Information on patient satisfaction surveys is 
generally not a grievance

 Unless patient asks for resolution or unless the 
hospital usually treats that type of complaint as a 
grievance

Grievances  Tag  118
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 If complaint is telephoned in after patient is 
dismissed then this is also considered a grievance

All complaints on abuse, neglect, or patient harm 
will always be considered a grievance 

 Exception is if post hospital verbal communication 
would have been routinely handled by staff present

 This is a minor exception and suggest you use exact 
language from Tag 118 in your P&P 

 If patient asks you to treat as grievance it will 
always be a grievance

Do not have to use the word “grievance”

Grievances 0118

48
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 If issue is resolved promptly then it is NOT a 
grievance

Conduct in-services on importance of “PR” and 
Good Customer service and get staff to deal with 
patient’s request timely

 Less likely to have complaints and grievance if good 
patient experience

Monitor patient satisfaction surveys

Disgruntled patients will contact CMS, Joint 
Commission, state department of health, QIO, OIG, 
OCR, OSHA, DNV, AOA, CIHQ, and others

Grievance Process

50

CMS instructs the surveyors to do the following

Review the hospital policy to assure its grievance 
process encourages all personnel to alert 
appropriate staff concerning grievances

How do you do this? 
– standard form, education in orientation, yearly skills lab etc.

Hospital must assure that grievances involving 
situations that place patients in immediate danger 
are resolved in a timely manner

Conduct audits and PI to make sure your facility is 
following its grievance P&P

Grievance Process Survey Procedure
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Surveyor will interview patients to make sure they 
know how to file a grievance

 Including the right to notify the state agency 
 Provide phone number of state department of health and QIO

 Remember TJC APR requirements regarding unresolved 
patient safety concerns

 So include all three in your patient rights statement

Should be provided to the patient or their 
representative in writing

Patient admission representative points out section 
in general consent form and NPP on grievances

Grievance Process  Survey Procedure

52

Rule #4  The hospital must establish a 
process for prompt resolution

 Inform each patient whom to contact to file a 
grievance by name or title

 This must include patient representative and phone 
number and address of state agency

Does operator know who to route calls to?

Do you have a form accessible to all?

Grievance Process    119
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Rule #5  The hospital’s governing board must 
approve and should be responsible for the effective 
operation of the grievance process

 Elevates issue to higher administrative level

 Have a process to address complaints timely

 Coordinate data for PI and look for opportunities for 
improvement

 Data on grievances must be incorporated into the PI 
program n(118)

 You must read this section with the next rule 

Most boards will delegate this to hospital staff to do

Grievance Process A-0119

54

 The hospital’s board must review and resolve 
grievances, unless it delegates the responsibility in 
writing to the grievance committee

Board is responsible for effective operation of 
grievance process making sure grievance process 
reviewed and analyzed thru hospital’s PI program

Grievance committee must be more than one 
person and committee needs adequate number of 
qualified members to review and resolve

 CMS does not say what their function is or how many 
times to meet

Rule #6  The Board  A-0119-120
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Make sure your governing board has approved the 
grievance process

 Look for this in the board minutes or a resolution 
that the grievance process has been delegated to a 
grievance committee

 Consider attaching the board minutes or resolution to the 
policy or reference it to the date  of the board meeting

Does hospital apply what it learns?

 Remember to evaluate the system analysis theory to 
determine if system problem

Grievance Survey Procedure

56

Rule #7 – The grievance process must include a 
mechanism for timely referral of patient concerns 
regarding the quality of care or premature 
discharge, to the appropriate QIO

Each state has a QIO under contract from CMS 
and list of QIOs1

QIO or Quality Improvement Organizations are 
CMS contractors who are charged with reviewing 
the appropriateness and quality of care rendered to 
Medicare beneficiaries in the hospital setting

1http://www.qualitynet.org/dcs/ContentServer?pagename=Medqic/MQGeneralPage/GeneralPageTem
plate&name=QIO%20Listings

Grievance Process  120
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QIOs make hospitals aware of fact they have a 
complaint regarding the quality of care, a 
disagreement with coverage decision or wish to 
appeal a premature discharge

Patient can ask that complaint be forwarded to the 
QIO by the hospital or can complain directly to the 
QIO

Hospitals do not need to forward to the state QIO 
unless the patient specifically requests

 Consider in the patient rights section to request patient 
give you an opportunity to address it first

QIO   Quality Improvement Organizations

58

Must have a clear  procedure for the submission of 
a patient’s written or verbal grievances

Surveyor will review information to make sure it 
clearly tells patients how to submit a verbal or 
written grievance

Surveyors will interview patients to make sure 
information provided tells them how to submit a 
grievance

Must establish process for prompt resolution of 
grievances

Grievance Procedure 121
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Rule #8 – Hospital must have a P&P on 
grievance 

Specific time frame for reviewing and 
responding to the grievance

Grievance resolution that includes providing the 
patient with a written notice of its decision, IN 
MOST CASES

The written notice to the patient must include the 
steps taken to investigate the grievance, the results 
and date of completion

Hospital Grievance Procedure 122

60

Facility must respond to the substance of 
each and every grievance

Need to dig deeper into system problems 
indicated by the grievance using the system 
analysis approach

Note the relationship to TJC sentinel event policy 
and LD medical error standards, CMS guidelines for 
determining immediate jeopardy, HIPAA privacy  
and security complaints, and risk 
management/patient safety investigations

Hospital Grievance Procedure 
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Timeframe of 7 days is considered 
acceptable 

 If not resolved or investigation not completed 
within 7 days must notify patient still working on it 
and hospital will follow up

Most complaints are not complicated and do not 
require extensive investigation

Surveyor will look at time frames established

Must document if grievance is so complicated it 
requires an extensive investigation

Grievances  7 Day Rule

62

Hospital must give patient a written response

Explanation to the patient must be in a manner the 
patient or their legal representative would 
understand

 The written response must contain the elements 
required in this section and not statements that 
could be used in legal action against the hospital

Written response must include the steps taken to 
investigate the complaint

Surveyors will review the written notices to make 
sure they comply with this section

Grievances  Written Response 123
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Written notice must be communicated in language 
and manner that can be understood

 Remember the issue of low health literacy

 Use interpreter when indicated

CMS says if patient emailed you a complaint, you 
may e-mail back response, if hospital allows 

Must maintain evidence of compliance with the 
grievance requirements

Grievance is considered resolved when patient is 
satisfied with action or if hospital has taken 
appropriate and reasonable action

Grievances 123 Top Problem Standard

64

TJC has complaint standard RI.01.07.01

Patient and family have a right to have  
complaints reviewed by the hospital 
 Different from CMS that says the patient or their 

designated representative

20 EPs 

Only 9 EPs are applicable to hospitals

TJC calls them complaints

CMS calls them grievances

TJC Complaint Standard
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RI.01.07.01 TJC Complaints
Standard: Patient and or her family has the right to 

have a complaint reviewed,

 TJC calls it complaints and CMS calls it grievances

EP1 Hospital must establish a complaint resolution 
process,

 See also MS.09.01.01, EP1,  and

 LD.04.01.07  that states the  board or governing body is 
responsible for the effective operation of the complaint 
resolution process

 Unless it delegates this in writing to the complaint 
resolution committee

RI.01.07.01 TJC Complaints
EP2 Patient and family is informed of the complaint 

resolution process,

References MS.09.01.01 EP 1

This section states that the hospital has a clearly 
defined process for collecting, investigating, and 
addressing clinical practice concerns

 Based on the recommendations from the Medical 
Staff-hospital needs to acts on concerns about a 
physician’s practice or competence

EP4 Complaints must be reviewed and resolved 
when possible,

66
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RI.01.07.01 Complaints 
EP6 Hospital acknowledges receipt of a complaint 

that cannot be resolved immediately

Hospital must notify the patient of follow up to the 
complaint

EP7 Must provide the patient with the phone 
number and address to file the complaint with the 
relevant state authority

 Same as CMS requirement

EP10 The patient is allowed to voice complaints 
and recommend changes freely with out being 
subject to discrimination, coercion, reprisal, or 
unreasonable interruption of care

68

RI.01.07.01   Complaints
EP 18 Hospital provides individual with a 
written notice of its decision which includes 
(DS)

Name of hospital contact person

Steps taken on behalf of the individual to 
investigate the complaint

Results of the process 

Date of completion of the grievance process

Same as CMS guideline
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RI.01.07.01 Complaints

EP19 Hospital determines the time frame for 
grievance review and response(DS)

EP20 Process for resolving grievances 
includes a timely referral of patient concerns 
regarding quality of care or premature 
discharge to the QIO
 QIO is the Quality Improvement Organization

 Same as CMS

 Patient can ask hospital to forward complaint to the QIO

70

Have a Policy to Hit All the Elements
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Use a Form to Collect Information
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Consumer Reporting System
Could there be a new reporting system for patient 

safety by consumers?

The Obama administration wants to create a new 
system by which patients can report medical 
mistakes and unsafe practices by doctors and 
hospitals

Concern is that medical mistakes go unreported

Published a draft questionnaire for patients

AHRQ published a notice in the Sept 10, 2012 
Federal Register and comment period ended Nov 9, 
2012

73

74
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AHRQ Proposal
A Consumer Reporting System for Patient Safety 

Events

AHRQ wants to collect information for this

States growing body of evidence that many adverse 
medical events go unreported

States because information is not elicited from 
patients

To realized untapped potential of patients to provide 
important information about safety events AHRQ 
has funded a prototype consumer reporting system

75

AHRQ Proposal
To collect information about medical errors that 

resulted in harm or nearly resulted in harm

Believes this will improve quality of healthcare and 
improve patient safety

To test web site reporting and telephone modes of 
questionnaires patients can answer

To test the protocols for a follow up survey of 
healthcare providers when patients consent

ECRI Institute, Rand Corp., Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital and Dana Farber Hospital are on this

76
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Consumer Reporting Systems for PS Events

77

78

www.ahrq.gov/professionals/quality-patient-safety/patient-safety-resources/resources/consumer-

experience/systems/
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Final Report

79
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Changes MR Must Contain

TJC has a standard to improve patient centered 
communication by

Qualifications for language interpreters and 
translators will be met through proficiency, 
assessment, education, training, and experience

Hospitals need to determine the patient’s oral and 
written communication needs and their preferred 
language for discussing health care under PC 
standard

Hospital will communicate with patients in a 
manner that meets their communication needs

82

Changes MR Must Contain

Collecting race and ethnicity data under 
RC.02.01.01 EP1

Collecting language data under RC.02.01.01 EP1

The patient’s communication needs, including 
preferred language for discussing health care 

 If the patient is a minor, is incapacitated, or has a 
designated advocate, the communication  needs of the 
parent or legal guardian, surrogate decision-maker, or 
legally authorized representative is documented in the 
MR

The patient’s race and ethnicity 
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This presentation is intended solely to provide general 
information and does not constitute legal advice. Attendance 
at the presentation or later review of these printed materials 

does not create an attorney-client relationship with the 
presenter(s). You should not take any action based upon any 
information in this presentation without first consulting legal 

counsel familiar with your particular circumstances.
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Thank you for attending!
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Education Consulting
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